NEPAL - April & May 2015 Earthquakes
Access constraints in Golche Valley - Sindupalchok District
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- Main trail
- Local trail
- Settlement
- River
- Stream
- 8964 meters
- 55 meters

Legend:
- Completely destroyed
- Major damage / Heavy damage
- Minor damage
- No damage
- No information

Physical access issues:
- Road access limitation
- Landslide
- Rockfall

Services:
- Hospital
- Market
- Municipal services
- Usual road to the Valley: not passable

Infrastructures assessed:
- Bridge
- Helipad

Coordinate System: WGS 1984 UTM Zone 45N
Contact: reach.mapping@impact-initiatives.org

Note: Data, designations, and boundaries contained on this map are not warranted to be accurate or do not imply acceptance by the REACH partners of any data or territory mentioned on this map.